We present a stellar population analysis of the absorption line strength maps for 48 earlytype galaxies from the SAURON sample. Using the line strength index maps of Hβ, Fe5015, and Mg b, measured in the Lick/IDS system and spatially binned to a constant signal-tonoise, together with predictions from up-to-date stellar population models, we estimate the simple stellar population-equivalent (SSP-equivalent) age, metallicity and abundance ratio [α/Fe] over a two-dimensional field extending up to approximately one effective radius. A discussion of calibrations and differences between model predictions is given. Maps of SSPequivalent age, metallicity and abundance ratio [α/Fe] are presented for each galaxy. We find a large range of SSP-equivalent ages in our sample, of which ∼40 per cent of the galaxies show signs of a contribution from a young stellar population. The most extreme cases of post-starburst galaxies, with SSP-equivalent ages of 3 Gyr observed over the full fieldof-view, and sometimes even showing signs of residual star-formation, are restricted to low mass systems (σ e 100 km s −1 or ∼2 ×10 10 M ⊙ ). Spatially restricted cases of young stellar populations in circumnuclear regions can almost exclusively be linked to the presence of star-formation in a thin, dusty disk/ring, also seen in the near-UV or mid-IR on top of an older underlying stellar population.
INTRODUCTION
In hierarchical galaxy formation models with a Λ-dominated cold dark matter cosmology (ΛCDM), early-type galaxies are predicted to have formed through the merging of smaller galaxies and accretion events over time (e.g., Somerville & Primack 1999; Cole et al. 2000; De Lucia et al. 2006; Bower et al. 2006) . Large galaxy surveys in the local universe as well as at medium redshift have shown that galaxies follow a strong bimodality in colour magnitude space, forming a 'red sequence' and a 'blue cloud' with an intermediate region sparsely populated by galaxies sometimes dubbed the 'green valley' (e.g., Baldry et al. 2004; Bell et al. 2004; Willmer et al. 2006) . The hierarchical galaxy formation scenario has received renewed observational support by the recent findings of the COMBO-17 and DEEP2 surveys that the stellar mass ⋆ Email: hkuntsch@eso.org of galaxies on the red sequence has increased by a factor of 2-5 since redshift z ∼ 1 (Bell et al. 2004; Faber et al. 2007 ; but see Marchesini et al. 2009 ). This growth of mass can arise from two main sources (1) the growth of objects already on the red-sequence (in the case of cold gas accretion they may move from the red sequence into the 'green valley' during the period of star-formation) and (2) the addition of galaxies from the blue cloud once starformation is shut off either by consumption or by the removal of the cold gas reservoir (Faber et al. 2007 ).
There is observational evidence that the detailed growth of mass on the red sequence is a function of luminosity (here used as a proxy for total galaxy mass) as well as a function of environment. While most massive galaxies have already joined the red sequence at z ∼ 1 (Treu et al. 2005 ; Bundy et al. 2006 ; Cimatti et al. 2006) , the low mass end of the red sequence seems to be subject to the continued arrival and re-rejuvenation of galaxies up to the present day (Treu et al. 2005; Schawinski et al. 2007 ; Sansom & Northeast 2008; Smith et al. 2009; Shapiro et al. 2010 , but see Trager et al. 2008) . Taken together, a scenario emerges where low mass earlytype galaxies (on the red sequence), irrespective of their environment, are predicted to show younger stellar population ages than their more massive counterparts. In addition, galaxies residing in high-density environments are older and show less spread in stellar age than those in less dense regions (see also Trager et al. 2008 ).
Many authors have investigated the scenarios summarized above by means of a stellar population analysis of nearby early-type galaxies based on optical line strength indices often measured in the Lick/IDS system. In most of the studies galaxies are treated as spatially unresolved sources (e.g., Bernardi et al. 2006; Yamada et al. 2006; Schawinski et al. 2007; Trager et al. 2008; Thomas et al. 2010 ) allowing access to either large samples of galaxies, as for example in the case of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (York et al. 2000) , or the analysis of extremely high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) data. Only a limited number of studies have investigated line strength gradients obtained with long slits (e.g., Davies et al. 1993; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2007; Spolaor et al. 2009 ) or radially averaging the data from integral-field-units (Rawle et al. 2008) ; spatially resolved stellar population maps of early-type galaxies remain the exception (e.g., McDermid et al. 2006; Chilingarian 2009; Pracy et al. 2009; Blanc et al. 2009 ).
With the advent of high throughput integral field units on medium size telescopes, the study of two-dimensional stellar populations maps has become feasible. We have conducted a survey of 72 representative early-type (E, S0, and Sa) galaxies using the integral-field spectrograph SAURON mounted on the William Herschel Telescope in La Palma (Bacon et al. 2001; de Zeeuw et al. 2002) . This allowed us to map the stellar and gas kinematics as well as a number of stellar absorption line indices up to about one effective radius Re for most of the galaxies in the sample. Analyzing the global properties of the velocity fields of the 48 E and S0 galaxies Emsellem et al. (2007, hereafter Paper IX) characterized the population of early-type galaxy with two classes of slow and fast rotators, according to their specific (projected) angular momentum measured within one effective radius, λR. Krajnović et al. (2008, hereafter Paper XII) further analyzed the velocity and velocity dispersion maps using kinemetry, a generalization of surface photometry to the higher order moments of the line-of-sight velocity distribution (Krajnović et al. 2006) and found that 74 per cent of Es and 92 per cent of S0s in the SAURON sample exhibit rotation, which can be well-described by that of a simple, inclined disc. Scott et al. (2009) explore the surprisingly tight correlation between the local escape velocity Vesc and stellar population parameters.
In this paper, we present for the 48 E and S0 galaxies in the SAURON sample, estimates of the mean simple stellar populationequivalent (hereafter SSP-equivalent; see Trager et al. 2008 ) stellar population parameters, age, metallicity and abundance ratio [α/Fe] for each bin in our maps. The study is based on the line strength measurements presented in Kuntschner et al. (2006, hereafter Paper VI) , although we provide a short description of an improved data-reduction scheme and the resulting updated line strength measurements in this paper. Compared to many other line strength based stellar population studies, our work rests on a limited number (3-4) of line strength indices. However, our study has the benefit of covering a contiguous region of the galaxies, often reaching out to approximately one effective radius Re. Furthermore, it complements and extends the SAURON survey studies of the GALEX near-UV (hereafter NUV) imaging , hereafter Paper XIII), Spitzer mid-IR imaging (Shapiro et al. 2010 , hereafter Paper XV) and ionized gas (Sarzi et al. 2010, hereafter Paper XVI) . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the details of our revised data-reduction leading to improved line strength measurements. In Section 3, we describe our method to estimate stellar population parameters from the available set of Lick/IDS indices along with a discussion on the reliability of the results. The two-dimensional stellar population maps are presented in Section 4, where we first discuss in detail the findings and also analyze overall stellar population gradients and scaling relations of the aperture measurements with central velocity dispersion and dynamical mass of the galaxies. The conclusions follow in Section 5. We present a revised table of circular aperture line strength measurements within Re/8 and one Re in the Appendix.
REVISED DATA REDUCTION
The results presented here are based on the observations and data reduction described in Emsellem et al. (2004, hereafter Paper III) , Paper VI and Sarzi et al. (2006, hereafter Paper V) . However, our spectral template library which is used to derive the kinematics and the gas emission was changed from the Jones library (Jones 1999) to the stars from the recently published MILES stellar library (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006 ). This new library provides better fits to our spectra, therefore minimizing template mismatch (see also Cappellari et al. 2007 ). The main consequence of this are small, but significant changes to the kinematics; namely, reduced σ and h4 values where the change is most significant in the central regions of our sample galaxies and over a larger area for the most massive systems. These changes in the kinematics carry through to the fully corrected line strength measurements via the internal velocity broadening corrections and result in slightly reduced values for Mg b, Fe5015 and Fe5270S in the affected regions of the maps (see Paper VI) .
In an attempt to further improve the emission-line corrections to our absorption line strength measurements, we also re-extracted the nebular emission fluxes and kinematics using the MILES stellar library. In the case of emission-line measurements, however, it is crucial to provide an underlying fit to the stellar continuum that is as physically motivated as possible in order to avoid spurious results. For this reason, rather than using a subset of stellar spectra from the MILES library for each separate galaxy, we used for the entire sample a single template library consisting of 48 simple stellar population models from Vazdekis et al. (2010, based on MILES stellar spectra) to which we added a number of stellar templates obtained by matching SAURON spectra devoid of emission. Specifically, based on the maps of Paper V, we extracted 50 high-S/N spectra from circular apertures in regions without significant emission. We fitted these with the MILES stars over the entire wavelength range (i.e. without excluding regions prone to emission), excluding only the stellar templates with exceedingly low (< 0.9Å) values of the Hβ absorption-line strength. The optimal combination of the stellar spectra that best matched each of our emission-free aperture spectra constitute each of the empirical templates in our new template library. Care was taken to extract SAURON spectra covering the range of absorption-line strengths observed in Paper VI. In this respect, our empirical templates approximate as closely as possible the spectra of real early-type galaxies, were they unaffected by kinematic broadening.
Although adopting the new template library does not lead to a dramatically better sensitivity in the detection of nebular emis-sion, the use of such a physically-motivated set of templates leads to more robust emission-line measurements, and therefore a better correction of the absorption-line strength indices affected by emission (mostly Hβ and Fe5015 in our survey). For further discussion of the new emission-line measurements see Paper XVI.
In summary, the use of the new spectral template library significantly improved the measurements of the line strength indices. Main results presented in earlier papers, however, are not affected. Specifically, in Paper VI we presented a comparison between the isoindex contours of Mg b and the isophotes of the surface brightness finding that the Mg b contours appear to be flatter for about 40 per cent of our galaxies without significant dust features. Using the revised index measurements, we find that ellipticity measurements for the Mg b contours have slightly changed, but agree within the one σ errors with the previous measurements. Furthermore, the stellar M/L ratios derived in Cappellari et al. (2006) remain the same within the quoted errors.
In Table A1 of the Appendix we present the updated line strength measurements for circular apertures within Re/8 and one Re. These values supersede the ones presented in Paper VI. Aperture line strength measurements changed by less than 17 per cent with robustly measured mean offsets of 0.12, −0.37, −0.02, and 0.00Å for the Hβ, Fe5015, Mg b and Fe5270S indices over the (Re/8) aperture, respectively. For the one Re aperture, the offsets are 0.12, −0.31, −0.01 for the Hβ, Fe5015 and Mg b indices, respectively. Note that we also made use of revised estimates of the effective radii Re (see Table A1 ) which were derived with a R 1/n growth curve analysis from our wide-field MDM (1.3m) imaging survey of the SAURON sample (Falcón-Barroso in preparation).
ESTIMATING STELLAR POPULATION PARAMETERS
Estimates of luminosity-weighted stellar population parameters such as age, metallicity and abundance ratios can be inferred from a set of line strength indices measured on integrated spectra in combination with the predictions from stellar population models. In this section we begin by presenting a first order overview of the ages and metallicities of our sample galaxies using classical age/metallicity diagnostic diagrams and then describe the χ 2 technique used for the full analysis of our data including the abundance ratio variations.
A first look with classical techniques
The classical problem of the degeneracy between age and metallicity changes in an old ( 2 Gyr) integrated stellar population can be partially overcome by plotting a combination of metallicitysensitive indices against an age-sensitive index (e.g., Worthey 1994) . This method has been used successfully in the past and we will present an overview of our data with this traditional method before we employ state-of-the-art techniques for the full analysis of our line strengths maps (see Section 3.2).
Due to our limited wavelength range (4800 − 5380Å) we can only use Hβ as an age-sensitive index. In order to minimize the influence of abundance ratio variations on our first-order age estimates derived from the classical index vs index diagrams we define composite indices. These indices are constructed such that a mean metallicity is measured rather than a metallicity biased to one species. The Hβ index shows only a mild dependence on abundance ratios (e.g., Thomas et al. 2003) and can be safely used in a first order analysis. We emphasize that these composite indices are largely used for presentation purposes when we want to show our measurements in the observational plane of index vs index diagrams.
Within the SAURON wavelength range we measure three different metallicity indicators: Fe5015, Mg b, an Fe5270S (for details see Paper VI). These indices are not pure metallicity indicators, but are also sensitive to age changes. Furthermore, non-solar abundance ratios can severely affect the interpretation of these indices if not taken into account (e.g., Kuntschner et al. 2001; Thomas et al. 2003) . In practice it is sometimes convenient to define metallicity indicators which are insensitive to abundance ratio variations. The first index 1 of this sort was defined by González (1993) and further improved by Thomas et al. (2003) 2 . However, the SAURON wavelength range does not allow us to measure Fe5335. Therefore, we define new, abundance-ratio-insensitive index combinations for the available indices. We follow the approach by Thomas et al. (2003) and also use their models to derive the index definitions. The subset of the model library we use to define the new indices spans ages from 1 to 15 Gyr, metallicities from [Z/H] = −1.35 to 0.35 and abundance ratios of [α/Fe] = 0.0 to 0.5. This covers most of the range of stellar population parameters which we probe in this survey.
The new abundance ratio insensitive indices are defined as:
The scaling factor for the Mg b index was optimized so that the mean difference between solar and non-solar models is zero for this index. Figure 1 demonstrates that, similar to the [MgFe] ′ index defined by Thomas et al. (2003) , the new composite indices are rather insensitive to abundance ratio changes over the range probed by the model predictions.
In Figure 2 we show the relation between [MgFe52] ′ and [MgFe50]
′ versus [MgFe] ′ for a sample of well calibrated Fornax early-type galaxies taken from Kuntschner (2000) . There is a good linear correlation between the new composite indices and [MgFe] ′ as expected if they are good indicators of mean metallicity.
Throughout this paper we use index measurements calibrated to the Lick/IDS system (see Paper VI and Section 2). There are various stellar population models available for this system (e.g., Worthey 1994; Vazdekis et al. 1997; Thomas et al. 2003; Lee & Worthey 2005; Schiavon 2007 ) which agree to first order in their predictions of index strength as function of age, metallicity and abundance ratio, but differ in details. We demonstrate this in Figure 3 where we show radial gradients averaged along lines of constant surface brightness in the Hβ versus [MgFe50] ′ plane for the 48 early-type galaxies in our sample. The center of each galaxy is indicated by a filled circle. Overplotted are model predictions from Schiavon (2007) 3 for [α/Fe] = 0.0 on the left and model predictions by Thomas et al. (2003) for [α/Fe] = 0.0 on the right. This diagram provides a convenient overview of our line
We use here the "base" models from Schiavon (2007) with solar abundance ratios, where the abundance ratio bias of the stellar library has been removed. The model predictions were transformed to the Lick system by using the offsets described in Table 1 strength measurements while at the same time showing graphically the relation between the stellar population parameters, luminosityweighted age and metallicity, as predicted by the models.
It is evident from the plot and consistent for both stellar population models that the galaxies span a large range in luminosity weighted age with the majority of galaxies clustering at old ages (∼12 Gyr). However, taking a ∼9 Gyr isochrone as a dividing line, about 40 per cent of our sample galaxies show signs for the presence of young stellar populations. Excluding the very youngest objects, radial line strength gradients translate into a decline in metallicity with increasing radius.
Examining the diagram in more detail one can see that most galaxies that are dominated by old stellar populations (e.g., age > 9 Gyr) exhibit roughly constant Hβ absorption strength with radius (see also Paper VI). Taken at face value, the Thomas et al. (2003) ′ for a sample of Fornax galaxies taken from Kuntschner (2000) are shown as open diamonds. Overplotted are stellar population models by Thomas et al. (2003) at solar abundance ratio. Average error bars for the Fornax data are shown in the upper left corner. Note, however, that the errors are correlated due to some indices being used in both axis. models predict for those galaxies an age gradient such that the center is younger than the outskirts. Moreover, a significant fraction of galaxies shows Hβ strengths at large radii which are below the model predictions for an age of 15 Gyr. Using the Schiavon (2007) models both effects are mitigated in the sense that there is little or no evidence for age gradients for old galaxies and that the majority of line strength measurements lie within the range of model predictions.
The TMB03 and Schiavon models both use the same index sensitivity functions from Korn et al. (2005) to correct for abundance ratio patterns, however, they use different stellar libraries; namely the Jones (1999) library in the Schiavon models and the Lick/IDS library in TMB03.
Although the Schiavon (2007) models appear to better fit the observational data of the SAURON survey, we emphasize that stellar population models are not considered perfect by us and calibration uncertainties between the models and observed data remain an issue (see also Graves & Schiavon 2008) . For the remainder of this paper we will use the models of Schiavon (2007) for our stellar population analysis. However, we will make specific reference to Figure 3 . Radial line strength gradients averaged along isophotes for the 48 early-type galaxies in the SAURON sample. The center of each galaxy is indicated by a filled circle and different colours are used for each galaxy. For galaxies with a strong contribution from a young stellar population (Hβ > 2.5Å) we give the galaxy name next to the central data-point. We also indicate the location of NGC 4486 which exhibits Hβ absorption strength substantially below the models. Overplotted are stellar population models by Schiavon (2007, left) and Thomas et al. (2003, right; hereafter TMB03) for solar abundance ratios. Note that the TMB03 models extend to [Z/H] = +0.67, whereas Schiavon models reach only [Z/H] = +0.2. Thomas et al. (2003) at key points to demonstrate the model independence of our results.
The χ 2 technique
In the classical index-index diagrams described above one does typically not make use of all available index measurements and furthermore it requires an iterative scheme if one is interested in abundance ratio estimates. A more elegant way of determining stellar population parameters is the χ 2 technique (e.g., Proctor et al. 2004) . Here the best fitting stellar population model to a given set of index measurements is found by minimizing the differences between the measured index values and the stellar population model predictions in a χ 2 sense. This approach was already used by our team in McDermid et al. (2006, Paper VIII) , and will be employed for the remainder of this paper to derive the estimates of age, metallicity and abundance ratio for a given set of observed indices. To allow for a reasonable accuracy in the estimates we interpolate the Schiavon models to a fine grid providing 340681 individual models, spanning sample of 48 galaxies. For index measurements which lie outside of the stellar population model parameter space, we use the best fitting values at the boundary of the interpolated models. However, observed index values are generally covered by the model parameter space and only individual data points may cross the boundaries. We estimate confidence levels on the derived parameters using the ∆χ 2 values (for details see Press et al. 1992 ). We use the χ 2 technique to derive SSP-equivalent stellar population parameters for each bin in our maps. We also use this technique to derive stellar population estimates over circular apertures of one effective radius Re and of radius Re/8, where all the spectra in these apertures have been summed up and line strength values re-derived. For 28/48 galaxies the SAURON data cover less then one effective radius Re and we applied aperture corrections to the line strength using the average corrections derived in Paper VI where necessary (see Table 4 can derive the Fe5270S values for 37 out of the 48 sample galaxies (see also Table A1 ). This allows us to compare the stellar population parameters derived by using the Fe5015 index or the more widely utilized Fe5270 index 5 . The results of the comparison are shown in Figure 4 .
Because the Hβ index is the primary age indicator and is used in both derivations, the age estimates show excellent agreement. Overall we also find good agreement for the metallicity and abundance ratio estimates with maximum differences of 0.08 dex and 0.11 dex for [Z/H] and [α/Fe], respectively. Linear fits taking into account errors in both variables are close to the one-to-one relation (see dashed lines in Figure 4 ). However, in order to obtain a good agreement for the abundance ratio estimates we used a custom built version of the Schiavon models (Schiavon, private communication) In Figure 5 we carry out a comparison of the stellar population parameters derived with our standard set of indices (Hβ, Fe5015 and Mg b) between the Schiavon (2007) and Thomas et al. (2003) models. In order to cover the parameter space probed in this paper we use the line strength measurements of the Re/8 apertures as well as the index maps of a galaxy with old stellar populations (NGC 4660) and one where young stellar populations dominate (NGC 4150). Overall we find reasonable to good agreement between the models with the known 'saturation' effects of the Thomas et al. (2003) model at old ages (15 Gyr; see also Figure 3) . For estimates of the metallicities [Z/H] and abundance ratios [α/Fe], we find good agreement between the models over a large parameter space. One difference to note though is that for the most metal rich populations found in the center of early-type galaxies, the Thomas et al. models predict higher metallicities and younger ages compared to Schiavon. This effect is mainly caused by the different slopes the models predict for Hβ as function of metallicity (see also Figure 3 ). Graves & Schiavon (2008) carry out a more detailed comparison between the predictions of the Schiavon and Thomas et al. models using the sample of galaxies from Thomas et al. (2005) and also find overall agreement, albeit finding more significant offsets for metallicity and age estimates (see also Smith et al. 2009 ).
In summary, we conclude that our stellar population estimates derived from Hβ, Fe5015 and Mg b and the Schiavon models, which we will use for all maps in this paper, agree well with the estimates derived from the more widely used index combination of Hβ, Mg b and Fe5270 and the predictions from the stellar population models of Thomas et al. (2003) .
As final demonstration of the χ 2 technique, we show in Figure 6 how the one Re aperture index values of our sample of 48 5 We convert our Fe5270 S measurements to Fe5270 by using Fe5270 = 1.26 × Fe5270 S + 0.06 (for details see Kuntschner et al. 2006 Kuntschner et al. 2001) . In Table 1 , we present our estimates of SSP-equivalent age, metallicity and [α/Fe] for circular apertures within Re/8 and one Re.
Interpretation of derived stellar population parameters
A word of caution is necessary when making use of the stellar population models described above to interpret the observed line strength indices. Each of the stellar population models for a given age, metallicity and abundance ratio is made of a set of stars that all have the same age, metallicity and abundance ratio. Strictly speaking, these models can then only be applied to objects, or specific regions within objects for which this is also true. Since we observe the integrated light along the line-of-sight for our target galaxies we clearly violate this condition even if only metallicity gradients are considered. The problem is even larger for galaxies with signs of multiple star-formation periods. In practice, the derived stellar parameters, from any of the methods described above, are interpreted as SSP-equivalent. Serra & Trager (2007) investigated the SSP-equivalent age and chemical composition measured from Lick/IDS line strength indices of a large set of two-population (old plus young), composite model stellar populations. Their conclusions are that SSP-equivalent estimates are biased such that the derived SSP age depends primarily on the age of the young population, while the derived SSP chemical composition is weighted more towards that of the old population. Furthermore, in this context, the age of a young stellar component and the mass fraction between old and young stars are degenerate.
Changes in observed line strength measurements due to interstellar extinction, most likely to be present for early-type galaxies with signs of recent star-formation, are negligible. Basic simulations show that with a standard extinction curve (Fitzpatrick 1999 ) and E(B-V) = 0.7, the Hβ, Fe5015, Mg b, and Fe5270 indices change by less than 0.01, 0.05, 0.01, and 0.02Å, respectively, compared to dust free models.
Given the biases and degeneracies described above, we find that the broad conclusions on the ages and chemical composition of our sample as described here are still valid, but individual determinations for a given spectrum can be biased in the presence of composite stellar populations. Specifically, the SSP-equivalent age estimate is strongly biased towards the last star-formation event rather than tracing the age of the majority of the stars contributing to the integrated spectrum.
RESULTS
Figures 10a-l below present maps of SSP-equivalent age, metallicity [Z/H] and abundance ratio [α/Fe] of the 48 early-type galaxies in the SAURON sample, ordered by increasing NGC number. For each galaxy, we show the total intensity reconstructed from the full wavelength range of the SAURON spectra (see also Paper III), and the two-dimensional distributions of age, [Z/H] and [α/Fe] overplotted with isophotes of the reconstructed image spaced by single magnitude steps. We also include the stellar velocity maps previ- 
NGC 474 ously shown in Paper III 6 in the bottom panel for each galaxy, used as reference for our discussion. The maps are all plotted with the same spatial scale, and oriented with respect to the SAURON field for presentation purposes. The relative directions of north and east are indicated by the orientation arrow next to the galaxy title. The maximum and minimum of the plotting range is given in the tab attached to each parameter map, and the colour bar indicates the colour table used. In order to allow for an easy comparison between galaxies, the plotting range of the age maps is fixed to the range 0.4 to 18 Gyr, where the colour bars reflect a linear scaling. The colours are adjusted such that blue to dark green shades correspond to old stellar populations (10 − 18 Gyr), while younger stellar populations are represented by red and yellow shades. Similarly, the plotting range of the [α/Fe] maps is fixed to the range 6 The kinematics were re-derived using the new stellar template library as described in Section 2. However, there are only very minor (∆v 10 km s −1 ) changes in the recession velocities thus the visual impression of the maps is identical to Paper III. −0.2 to +0.5 for all galaxies. For the [Z/H] maps we use an independent plotting range for each galaxy in order to better visualize the metallicity distribution across the field-of-view.
In Paper VI we found non-physical values of the Hβ, Fe5015 and Mg b line strengths in the outer regions of some galaxies where many individual lenslets are averaged to achieve the target S/N of 60. Additionally, we removed regions where a simple stellar population interpretation is not meaningful; for example the central AGN contaminated region and the jet of NGC 4486 or the regions affected by neighbour galaxies of NGC 5846 and the regions affected by foreground stars. These bins are indicated with grey colour in the maps presented in Figures 10a-l.
Whenever we make reference to the dynamical mass of a galaxy, we have estimated it with the scalar virial relation
where σe is the luminosity-weighted second velocity moment within one effective (half light) radius Re and the factor 5.0 was calibrated using detailed dynamical models in Paper IV. This mass represents
where M 1/2 is the total dynamical mass within a sphere containing half of the galaxy light. It should not be confused with the much larger total galaxy mass within the virial radius.
Overview of stellar population maps
The stellar population maps in Figs 10a-l show a wealth of structures. Some general trends are apparent and we discuss these in the following.
Age maps
To aid the discussion in this section and to provide a simple overview of the different age map categories, we show in Figure 7 radial line strength gradients averaged along isophotes with the predictions of stellar population models overplotted. This is similar to Figure 3 . However, here we have separated the galaxies into four groups according to their radial age gradients. For each galaxy we indicate by colour whether it belongs to the fast rotators (blue) or slow rotators (red; see Paper IX). An overview of the various starformation indicators used in the SAURON survey is given in Table 2, where galaxies have been grouped in the same manner as in Figure 3 . About 60 per cent of the 48 galaxies in our sample show roughly flat age maps of dark-blue to green colour indicating an overall old age ( 9 Gyr) over the observed field-of-view. Due to the linear sampling of the colour map in age, the similar colour in our maps hides potentially significant age variations in absolute terms (9-18 Gyr). This reflects, however, the increased error in our age estimates towards older ages, which is dictated by the age sensitivity of the Hβ index, becoming more uncertain for the same index measurement error at older ages (see also Figure 3) .
In marked contrast, individual galaxies (NGC 3032, NGC 3156, NGC 3489, NGC 4150, and NGC 7457) show age maps indicating a spatially extended, recent star-formation episode covering large parts of the observed field-of-view with SSP-equivalent ages of less than ∼3 Gyr (see Figure 7a ). Our age maps show that the youngest stellar populations in these galaxies are found in the central parts, with typically steep age gradients. Furthermore, ionized gas, optical dust features or even regular disks are detected in this group of objects (see Papers V & XVI and Table 2 ). All of the above galaxies are also detected in a systematic single dish CO survey of the SAURON sample (Combes et al. 2007) further supporting the scenario of recent star-formation. Recently, the SAURON observations have been extended with auxiliary data in the NUV with GALEX imaging (Paper XIII) and in the mid-IR with Spitzer IRAC imaging and IRS spectroscopy (Paper XV). The NUV -V colour may be used to trace young stars (age < 1 Gyr) although conservative limits have to be chosen to avoid confusion with the UV-upturn phenomenon (e.g., O'Connell 1999, Paper XIII). Similarly, the existence of young stars and even ongoing star-formation is closely connected to the presence of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (hereafter PAH) emission around 8 µm (Paper XV). Remarkably, but perhaps not surprisingly, the four galaxies with the youngest SSP-equivalent ages in our sample (age < 2 Gyr within an aperture of Re/8) clearly exhibiting signs of recent star-formation in the NUV and in the mid-IR where data is available (see Table 2 ). This suggests residual ongoing star-formation in this group of galaxies. Evidence for ongoing star-formation is found in NGC 3032 even in our own emission-line analysis of the ionized gas (i.e. a very low [OIII]/Hβ ratio) as demonstrated in Paper XVI.
The next youngest galaxy in our sample NGC 7457 with a central SSP-equivalent age of 2.8 Gyr (Re/8) is only marginally detected in the UV and not detected in CO or by PAH emission in the mid-IR. We interpret the slightly older SSP-equivalent age and the absence of PAH emission in the mid-IR as evidence for an evolved version of the younger galaxies discussed above. It is interesting to note that all of the above mentioned galaxies have velocity dispersions of σe 100 km s −1 (M dyn 1.6 × 10 10 M ⊙ ) and thus belong to the low mass end of our sample. Paper XV argues that these kinds of galaxies are the product of recent gas-rich (minor) mergers where the cessation of star-formation occurs in an 'outside-in' manner as the molecular gas is heated or consumed. The roughly equal distribution of co-and counter-rotating kinematic structures in these systems supports the external origin of the gas (Paper XV).
Another group of galaxies exhibit a more localized central region of young stars embedded within an otherwise older stellar system (see maps and Figure 7b ; NGC 4459, NGC 4382, NGC 4526, NGC 4550, NGC 4552, NGC 4477, NGC 5838, and NGC 524) . In all but two cases (NGC 4382, NGC 4552), the recent star-formation event -with sometimes residual ongoing star-formation seen in the NUV, the mid-IR and the SAURON gas emission analysis (see Table 2) -is located in a thin, embedded disc clearly visible in the emission line maps and the unsharp-masked optical dust images of Paper V. These thin stellar discs are typically co-rotating with the main body of the galaxy albeit at the distinctly higher rotational speeds of disks. The metallicity maps (see also Section 4.1.2) of these galaxies show a spatially coincident region of enhanced metallicity, indicating the signs of ongoing metal enrichment due to disc star-formation. NGC 524 is perhaps the least obvious member of this group of galaxies. It shows only very mild signs of younger stars in the center 7 , but it features a prominent face-on optical dust disk with a clear spiral pattern (see Paper V). If there are young stars associated with this thin disc, the near face-on orientation may dilute their contribution to the integrated line-of-sight. CO is detected in four out of six cases, with recent interferometric CO observations of NGC 4459, NGC 4526, NGC 4550 revealing molecular gas discs co-rotating with the stellar discs seen in the SAURON observations Crocker et al. 2009 ). Also the Spitzer IRAC observations (Paper XV) clearly support the scenario of star-formation in well defined thin disks for this group of galaxies with detections for the majority of observed galaxies (see Table 2 .)
The SSP-equivalent ages derived for the regions affected by star-forming disks in the galaxies above mentioned range from about 3 Gyr to ages barely below the age of the universe. This, of course, is a reflection of the luminosity weighting and involved mass fractions. Typically these disks represent only a minor mass fraction of the total galaxy mass (e.g., Crocker et al. 2009 ), but contain contributions of very young (∼ 100-300 Myr) stars (see also Kaviraj et al. 2009 ). We note that these thin, embedded disks with recent star-formation typically reside in galaxies of intermediate mass range with σe = 160 − 240 km s −1 (M dyn = 1 − 25 × 10 10 M ⊙ ; see also Paper XV). For the galaxies with circumnuclear star-forming disks or rings, Paper XV suggests a scenario where they experience a transient period of renewed star-formation on top of an underlying much older population. The origin of the gas may be internal but also very minor mergers are conceivable. This process is a good candidate for producing the central, rapidly rotating and metal rich stellar disks seen in many of our fast rotating galaxies (see Paper XII and Section 4.1.2).
There are two galaxies with a localized region of young stars (NGC 4382 and NGC 4552) lacking a detection of young stars in the NUV and the mid-IR. However, optical HST photometry and ground based imaging provide evidence for a recent merger in the case of NGC 4382 (Lauer et al. 2005) . In NGC 4382, the unusual bow-tie like distribution of the young stars also seen in an enhanced region of the metallicity map can be matched to the stellar kinematics, which show a marked twist in these areas with a strong depression in the velocity dispersion map (see Figure 10f and Paper III), together with a central counter-rotating component as seen in the higher spatial resolution data of Paper VIII. We interpret this as a kinematically distinct stellar component (see also Paper XII) made of stars from a recent, but more than ∼1 Gyr ago star-formation episode. The ratio of mass involved in this star-formation event to the total mass of the galaxy may be significantly higher compared to the mass ratio of the young stars in the embedded, thin disks seen in the other galaxies of this group.
For NGC 4552 the observed, mild increase in Hβ absorption strengths and thus inferred decrease in SSP-equivalent age of the central region is not supported by any of the other recent starformation indicators probed by our survey (see Table 2 ). Although this galaxy is known to exhibit a significant UV-upturn (Bureau et al. in prep.) , it is unlikely that the Hβ increase originates from this since none of the other slow rotator galaxies that show a UV-upturn (NGC 4374, 4486, 5198. 5846, 5982; Bureau et al. in prep.) exhibit a clear central increase in Hβ absorption strength (see Paper VI) or corresponding decrease in SSP-equivalent age. Due to the significant amount of gas emission present in the center of this galaxy (see Papers V & XVI), it is also possible that the Hβ absorption has been somewhat over-corrected.
Typically star-formation and the resulting younger SSPequivalent ages are found towards the center of early-type galaxies and star-formation takes place in a thin disk/ring morphology (see Figure 7a -c and also Paper XV). However, there is also evidence for star-formation outside the nuclear regions in two galaxies.
(1) NGC 474 shows an age map with a relatively old central part (∼9 Gyr) while the SSP-equivalent age becomes younger towards larger radii (r 6 ′′ ). This observation is supported by blue NUV-optical colours at the same radii (see Paper XIII) and is perhaps connected to the famous shell structures of NGC 474 (Turnbull et al. 1999) . (2) NGC 2974 shows significant star-formation in a ring like structure, both clearly exhibiting signs of recent star-formation in the NUV and in the mid-IR, outside the observed field-of-view (hereafter FoV) of the SAURON observations (Jeong et al. 2007, Paper XV) . There is also HI detected in a ring like configuration (Weijmans et al. 2008) . We detect only mild signs of younger stellar populations.
Besides the galaxies with strong signs of recent star-formation or spatially constrained star-formation connected to thin, embedded disks, there is a sizable group of galaxies (∼ 30 per cent of the sample) that show intermediate SSP-equivalent ages (3 -11 Gyr) over large parts of the observed FoV (in increasing order of central Re/8 SSP-equivalent age: NGC 7457, NGC 7332, NGC 2549, NGC 2685, NGC 3384, NGC 2699, NGC 3377, NGC 4270, NGC 5831, NGC 2768, NGC 5982, NGC 4387, NGC 4564, NGC 5845). With only two exceptions (the polar ring galaxy NGC 2768 (Crocker et al. 2008 ) and NGC 2685) these galaxies are not detected in CO, indicating that they have exhausted their molecular gas supply and are now evolving passively. Moreover, neither the dust maps nor the NUV or mid-IR indicators show evidence for recent (<1 Gyr) star-formation. This is consistent with a star-formation episode in these galaxies which is long enough ago to be devoid of dust and very young stars, but recent and massive enough to be traced by the Hβ index and thus our SSP-equivalent age maps. For these galaxies (see also Figure 7c ) we find typically flat age maps or only mildly increasing SSP-equivalent age as function of radius. 
Notes: This table provides a summary of the star-formation indicators used in the SAURON survey. We group galaxies in four major categories and sort them by increasing SSP-equivalent age in each category. Column 1 lists the galaxy name. Column 2 the SSP-equivalent age over a circular aperture with radius Re/8 (see also . Age/metallicity diagnostic diagrams for our sample of the early-type galaxies in the SAURON survey. For each galaxy a radial gradient averaged along isophotes is shown. The center of each galaxy is indicated by a filled circle and open circle for cluster and field galaxies, respectively. The colour indicates whether a galaxy belongs to the fast rotators (blue) or slow rotators (red). Overplotted are stellar population models by Schiavon (2007) . (a) Galaxies with an extended, recent star-formation episode; (b) galaxies with signs of a central, spatially constrained, region of younger stellar populations; (c) galaxies with milder but spatially extended signs of a younger stellar population; and (d) galaxies consistent with overall old stellar populations.
Last, but not least we have the group of galaxies that show line strength indices consistent with overall old stellar populations, at least within the sensitivity of our line strength observations and stellar population analysis (Figure 7d ). Eight out of these twenty galaxies are classified as slow rotators in Paper IX and it is indeed the group of galaxies with old stellar populations where we find most of the slow rotators (see also Section 4.3). Two galaxies (NGC 2695 for larger radii and NGC 4486 for all radii) show Hβ line strength which are below the stellar population model predictions and therefore lead to non-physically large SSP-equivalent ages. A thorough check of the data-reduction procedure revealed nothing special for these galaxies and thus we can offer no explanation to why the Hβ line strength is so weak for these two galaxies.
We note that, when explored at higher spatial resolution, individual galaxies in the 'old' group can show signs of recent star-formation. For example, HST imaging of NGC 4570 (van den Bosch & Emsellem 1998) reveals evidence for a bar driven ring of young stars (∼2 Gyr) at a radius of 1.
′′ 7 at the presumed location of a bar inner Lindblad resonance (ILR).
It is interesting to explore the stellar populations of the class of early-type galaxies with kinematically decoupled components (KDCs). We define them here as sub-components that either rotate around a different axis to the main galaxy, or that rotate around the same axis, but with an opposite sense of rotation and thus are distinct from the young discs discussed above. In Papers III, VIII and XII, 13 galaxies of the SAURON survey were identified to harbor KDCs. Broadly speaking there appear to be two types of KDCs: kiloparsec-scale structures which are found almost exclusively in slow rotating galaxies with predominately old stellar populations (NGC 3414, NGC 3608, NGC 4458, NGC 5198, NGC 5813, NGC 5831, NGC 5982); and more compact KDCs showing a range in SSP-equivalent ages with a preference towards more recent star-formation episodes (NGC 3032, NGC 4150, NGC 4382, NGC 4621, NGC 7332, NGC 7457; see Paper VIII). While the central, thin discs discussed above show a prominent connection between young stars, optical dust, nebular emission, NUV and mid-IR star-formation indicators and enhanced metallicity, it is remarkable that most of the large scale KDCs do not show an equivalent, significant signature in the stellar population maps. NGC 5831 and NGC 5982 do exhibit mild signs of a contribution from young stars, but the spatial location of the KDCs and that of the young stars is not well correlated. Additionally, the metallicity maps (see Section 4.1.2) also do not show a significant correlation with the rotation direction of the KDC, but rather follow a normal, smooth radial behavior. In summary, any assembly and star-formation scenario designed to explain the observed largescale KDCs must account for the absence of significant stellar population parameter signatures (i.e. age, metallicity or abundance ratio).
This can be achieved, for example, if the formation process was completed a long time ago (e.g., Davies et al. 2001) . However, other possibilities are being explored too. A recent dynamical study (van den Bosch et al. 2008 ) applying triaxial orbit-based models to the prominent KDC galaxy NGC 4365 (see also Bender 1988; Davies et al. 2001) shows that the observed KDC is not physically distinct from the main body, but rather caused by a superposition of orbits. A more systematic study of the dynamics of KDC galaxies is in preparation (van den Bosch et al.) but it may well be that a significant fraction of the observed large scale KDCs are not dynamically distinct subcomponents, but rather are the result of a projection of orbits from a more extended structure, thus naturally explaining the absence of any distinct stellar population signatures.
Metallicity and abundance ratio maps
For galaxies with old stellar populations, the abundance ratio maps often show to first order no or only mild positive radial gradients with values of [α/Fe] ≃ 0.2 − 0.4 (red to yellow colour shading). The most significant structures, over and above the generally rather noisy appearance of the maps, are typically connected to the presence of (very) young stellar populations, which lead to lower, more solar values of [α/Fe] (see e.g., NGC 3156, NGC 4150, and NGC 7457). The metallicity maps generally show negative gradients with increasing radius, often roughly consistent with the morphology of the light profiles and consistent with many of the earlier long slit studies (e.g., Davies et al. 1993; Carollo et al. 1993; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2007 ). Two remarkable outliers from this trend exist: NGC 3032 and NGC 4150, showing a central peak in metallicity with a surrounding ring of depressed metallicity. These two galaxies are among the most extreme examples of a recent starburst in our sample (see Table 2 ). Due to the degeneracies between star-formation age and young star mass fractions, as well as the biases described in Section 3.3, the stellar population maps of these galaxies are difficult to interpret and a simple interpretation may be misleading.
Mean metallicity and [α/Fe] gradients averaged along isophotes are described in more detail in Section 4.2 while we concentrate in this Section on the two-dimensional aspects of the maps.
In Paper VI we found that the Mg b isoindex contours appear to be flatter than the isophotes of the surface brightness for about 40 per cent of our galaxies without significant dust features (also see Table 2 ). This flattening is almost always associated with significant rotation in the galaxies (see also Paper XII) and we inferred from this that the fast-rotating component features a higher metallicity and/or an increased [α/Fe] ratio compared to the galaxy as a whole. With the stellar populations maps presented in this study we confirm that the metallicity is enhanced for fast rotating systems such that the iso-metallicity contours appear more flattened than the isophotes (prominent examples include NGC 4564, NGC 4473, NGC 4621 and NGC 4660; see Figure 8 ). However, the region of enhanced metallicity is typically connected with a mild decrease in our abundance ratio maps (see also Figure 8 and 12).
For individual galaxies such as NGC 2549 and NGC 3377 the region of increased metallicity is connected to the presence of younger stellar populations in a rotating structure with disk-like kinematics. For other galaxies there is only mild (e.g., NGC 4564) or no (e.g., NGC 4660) evidence for younger populations. It is tempting to associate these flattened regions of enhanced metallicity and somewhat lower abundance ratios with the more recent star-formation seen in thin disks in galaxies such as NGC 4459 and NGC 4526 (see Figure 8) . Taken together, a scenario emerges in which the star-formation event that created the fast rotating disclike structure is distinct from the formation of the galaxy main body, which took place at a later stage and on somewhat longer timescales, leading to an increased metallicity and reduced abundance ratio value. Norris et al. (2006) demonstrated in their detailed study of the lenticular galaxy NGC 3115, that a simple spheroid + disc formation model, where the old spheroid has [α/Fe]= 0.3 and the somewhat younger disc shows close to solar abundance ratios, works well to explain the observed stellar population trends in this galaxy.
In the SAURON sample, we find good evidence for this secondary star-formation in disk-like structures for low to intermediate mass (σe = 100 − 160 km s −1 ), fast rotator galaxies such as NGC 3377 and NGC 4550 where the young stars are still prominently seen in the SSP-equivalent age maps affecting large regions of the galaxy. Can we also find evidence of this type of secondary star-formation in older galaxies?
For more massive galaxies (σe > 160 km s −1 ) the disk formation and increased metallicity is typically constrained to a central location involving only a minor fraction of the total mass of the galaxy (e.g., NGC 4459, NGC 4526; Figure 8 ). However, examining the [α/Fe] maps more carefully, one can see central depressions in about 25 per cent of the galaxies (e.g., NGC 821, NGC 1023 , NGC 2699 ). All of these galaxies are classified as fast rotators and exhibit overall old (> 9 Gyr) stellar populations, while the depression in [α/Fe] is highly correlated with an enhancement of the metallicity estimates in the same spatial position. A careful examination of the age maps often also reveals a weak signature of a contribution from a younger stellar population in these central regions as compared to the outer regions. However, the most important connection to mention is that all of the galaxies with central depressions in [α/Fe] show pinched iso-velocity contours towards the center indicating the existence of a central fast rotating, disk-like component. 8 Remarkably, all galaxies of the above group that are included in the analysis of HST imaging by Lauer et al. (2005, 6 /12 galaxies) reveal the signature of a stellar disk in the central regions. Figures 9 and 12 show radially averaged stellar population gradients for selected galaxies where the central depressions in [α/Fe] are more apparent.
The kinemetry analysis of our velocity maps presented in Paper XII suggested that all fast rotators contain flattened, fastrotating components contributing at various levels to the total light of the galaxy. For example, there are disk dominated galaxies such as NGC 3156 and NGC 2685 and more bulge dominated systems 8 We note that due to inclination effects, edge-on disks in the center are more visible than face-on examples.
such as NGC 821 and NGC4660 (see Paper XII), the latter showing largely old stellar populations. Furthermore, 70 per cent of the sample shows evidence for distinct, multiple kinematic components.
A picture emerges where essentially all fast rotator galaxies have seen a period (often multiple periods) of secondary starformation in kinematically disk-like components on top of an older, spheroidal component. This picture is perhaps well known and accepted for classical S0s with small bulge to disk ratios (e.g., Fisher et al. 1996; Norris et al. 2006 ). However, we find subcomponents with disk-like kinematics and distinct stellar populations in all fast rotators ranging from galaxies classified as Sa to (elongated) The frequent disk-like structures observed at various scales in our sample of fast-rotating early-type galaxies suggests dissipative processes play a major role in their formation. The very central stellar disks seen in HST imaging and the somewhat larger disklike kinematic structures with increased metallicity and depressed [α/Fe] seen in our observations of fast rotators match well with the recurring but transient circumnuclear star-formation seen in the mid-IR Spitzer observations described in Paper XV. The rotational support on larger scales for low mass galaxies, which are also often showing signs of younger stellar populations is probably connected to gas-rich (major) mergers adding a widespread, fast rotating younger component to the galaxies (see also Hoffman et al. 2009 ). It is not obvious that all fast rotating components on larger scales in early-type galaxies can be produced in this way. However, recent IFU observations for z = 2 ∼ 3 galaxies revealed striking evidence for a transient phase of clumpy, turbulent disk formation fed by rapid cold flows (Genzel et al. 2008) . The old, large-scale disk-like structures seen in our sample of galaxies could well be the fossil relic of such a cold flow mode of star-formation seen at higher redshift. The rotational support and the relatively short timescale ( 1 Gyr) of the secular evolution in these ancient turbulent gas-rich disks seems consistent with our observations (see also Elmegreen et al. 2008) .
The slow rotators in our sample (excluding NGC 4550 with its two counter-rotating disks) mostly show flat [α/Fe] maps with metallicity gradients consistent with the isophotes. This supports their likely different formation path as already argued in Papers IX, X and XII. There are however, four slow rotators which show abundance ratio maps indicating a somewhat depressed [α/Fe] ratio towards the center: NGC 4552, NGC 5198, NGC 5831 and NGC 5982. This group of galaxies, which partially also shows weak signs of a contribution from a younger stellar population, may indicate that the class of slow rotators is perhaps not as homogeneous in their stellar populations as their kinematics may suggest.
A few words of caution with regard to the results presented so far are due. We note that as shown in Paper VI, the Mg b index is a very good observational tracer of the increased metallicity of the disk-like structures. However, in the presence of young stellar populations (SSP-equivalent age 3 Gyr) the Mg b index reacts significantly to age and this causes a decrease in absorption strength compared to an old population with the same metallicity. For example, NGC 4382 (see Paper VI) shows a central Mg b-index depression which renders the Mg b index a less useful tool to detect metallicity enhancements connected to disk-like kinematics in these kind of galaxies.
Using the Thomas et al. models instead of the Schiavon models does not alter our main findings and conclusions discussed above. In fact, the signs of distinct stellar populations in the regions of disk-like kinematics would be more pronounced in metallicity for galaxies with old stellar populations. In Figure 9 we show results for radially averaged stellar population estimates derived from both stellar population models for NGC 4621 (for details of the procedure see Section 4.2).
The main limitation of our abundance ratio estimates is the limited number of indices available for the analysis. New observations covering large regions of the galaxies as well as a longer wavelength range, thus including more indices, are needed to confirm the above findings. 
Average stellar population gradients
Average stellar population gradients can be used to study the formation history of early-type galaxies since different formation models predict different gradients. In a nutshell, monolithic collapse models (Carlberg 1984; Arimoto & Yoshii 1987; Pipino et al. 2008 ) predict steep metallicity gradients (ranging from δ[Z/H]/δ log R = ∆ [Z/H] = −0.35 to −1.0) with metal rich centers whereas hierarchical models, following a merger tree, predict shallower gradients due to the dilution of any line strength gradients existing in the pre-merger units (White 1980; Kobayashi 2004) . However, adding secondary star-formation, introduced by gas rich mergers with a range in degree of dissipation, will typically lead to enhanced metallicity over the inner regions and thus again steeper metallicity gradients. The metallicity gradients are predicted to be strongly correlated with the efficiency of the dissipative process, and to only weakly depend on the remnant mass (Kobayashi 2004; Hopkins et al. 2009a, b) .
In this section we derive robust and simple stellar population gradients for SSP-equivalent age, metallicity and abundance ratio by averaging the measurements along lines of constant surface brightness (isophotes) with equal steps in log flux. This approach does not take into account the deviations from e.g., metallicity or [α/Fe] contours with respect to isophotes, but does provide valuable estimates of mean gradients which can be investigated throughout the whole sample and compared to the predictions of simulations. Due to the two-dimensional coverage of our data these mean radial gradients can be determined with very good precision. The average value in each radial bin is derived after applying a 3σ clipping algorithm. The radius for each bin is calculated as the median major axis radius normalized to the effective radius (see Table A1 of the Appendix) along the major axis ae = Re/ √ 1 − ǫ, where Re is the effective radius and ǫ is the average ellipticity of the galaxy within the SAURON field.
In Fig. 11 we show the radial profiles of SSP-equivalent age, metallicity and abundance ratio as function of log(R/Re) as derived from the data. The following conclusions can be inferred from the diagram: (1) If the central parts of a galaxy show old (>9 Gyr) SSP-equivalent ages, then age gradients remain typically flat. (2) In contrast, the presence of young stellar populations in the centre typically leads to age gradients such that older SSP-equivalent ages are found at larger radii 9 . This observation supports the scenario of potentially multiple, centrally located star-formation events which add to the older, underlying stars. (3) Excluding galaxies with significant recent episodes of star-formation (central age 3 Gyr), metallicity gradients appear remarkably homogeneous with a mean value of -0.28 dex per log(R/Re) and a rms of 0.12. There is a significant range in central metallicity not obviously connected to the age of the stellar population. (4) Abundance ratio gradients are typically consistent with a flat distribution or are mildly positive gradient (median value of 0.06 dex per log(R/Re)). Overall, there is a trend in the sense that the oldest galaxies have the strongest non-solar abundance ratios (see also Figure 6 ).
For each galaxy we fit an error-weighted straight line to the stellar population values at a given radius such that age gradients are defined as ∆ log Age = δ log Age δ log(R/Re) , Figure 12 for galaxies representative of the group of fast rotators with young central disks (NGC 4150, NGC 4382), "old" fast rotators with evidence for an embedded disk-like component (NGC 4473, NGC 4564) and galaxies from the group of slow rotators (NGC 4374, NGC 3608). The error of the measurements in each surface brightness bin is taken as the 1σ scatter of the data-points within this bin after applying a 3σ clipping algorithm. We further restrict the fitting range to all available data with radii between 2 ′′ and Re. The inner r < 2 ′′ regions are excluded from the fit in order to avoid biases due to seeing effects. The overall quality of the fits is good and also the assumption of linear gradients per ∆ log R is reasonable, with the exception of some galaxies with contributions from very young stars (see e.g., NGC 4150 and NGC 4382 in Figure 12 ).
In Figures 13 and 14 we explore the connection between stellar population gradients and central stellar population estimates within an aperture of Re/8, as well as the connection between stellar population gradients and global kinematic parameters such as mean velocity dispersion within one effective radius σe, the dynamical mass M dyn (see Eq. 3) and the degree of rotational support as measured by λR. As was already apparent from Figure 11 , old ( 8 Gyr) galaxies generally do not show significant age gradients (mean gradient 0.02 ± 0.13; the error reflects the one sigma standard deviation of the gradients), whereas young, fast rotator galaxies typically show positive age gradients (corresponding to a younger center; mean gradient 0.28 ± 0.16). Metallicity gradients are, with two exceptions (NGC 3032, NGC 524), all negative with a median value of −0.27. The mean metallicity gradient for old (age 8 Gyr) galaxies is −0.25 ± 0.11. There is, however, a trend with λR in the sense that fast rotators have on average the steeper metallicity gradients with a large scatter at high λR.
The relation between SAURON line strength index gradients as well as stellar population gradients with the local escape velocity Vesc was explored in Scott et al. (2009) . A tight correlation between Vesc and the line strength indices is found. For Mg b, this correlation exists not only between different galaxies but remarkably also inside individual galaxies -it is both a local and global correlation. When index measurements are converted to stellar population estimates the galaxies are found to be confined to a good approximation to a plane in the four-dimensional parameter space of SSPequivalent age, metallicity ([Z/H]), abundance ratio ([α/Fe]) and Vesc. The observed tight connection between stellar populations and the gravitational potential, both locally and globally, presents a strong constraint on galaxy formation scenarios. gradient versus log σe, dynamical mass M dyn and log λ R for the 48 early-type galaxies in the SAURON sample. Fast and slow rotators are indicated by blue triangles and red circles, respectively. Cluster and field galaxies are shown as filled and open symbols. NGC 4550, classified as slow rotator due to two counter-rotating disks, is shown as orange filled symbol. The one slow rotator at small log σe is NGC 4458. NGC 474, which shows star-formation at larger radii and thus shows a significantly negative age gradient (see also Paper XIII and Section 4.1.1) is labeled in the Age gradient panels. There is a break in the metallicity gradient vs M dyn relation at a mass of ∼ 3.5 × 10 10 M ⊙ first detected by Spolaor et al. (2009) and indicated by the thick grey line. The grey shaded area in the left middle panel shows the approximate region occupied by the simulations of Hopkins et al. (2009a, their Figure 29 ). Spolaor et al. (2009) noticed a mass-metallicity gradient relation for early-type galaxies where low mass galaxies ( ∼ <3.5×10
10 M⊙) form a tight relation of increasing metallicity gradient with increasing mass. For galaxies above the transition mass there is a clear downturn in metallicity gradient with increased scatter. Our analysis is consistent with these observations (see Figure 14, middle panel, but also see Rawle et al. 2010) . The fraction of slow rotators increases with increasing mass and the most massive galaxies are slow rotators (see Paper IX). Furthermore, there is a weak trend among the slow rotators in the sense that the galaxies with the smallest λR exhibit the shallowest metallicity gradients. This trend clearly needs confirmation with a larger sample of slow rotators.
These observations suggest that the formation and subsequent evolution of low-mass early-type galaxies (which are dominated by fast rotators) leads to a connection between galaxy mass and metal enrichment such that the steepest metallicity gradients are achieved for masses of ∼3.5×10 10 M⊙. All these galaxies are rotationally supported and feature strong disk-components suggesting gas-rich mergers and accretion to play an important role. We emphasize that low-mass galaxies with young and old SSP-equivalent ages follow this relation and thus secondary star-formation due to gas-rich (minor) mergers (see Section 4.1.1; Paper XV) does not destroy the trend. For more massive galaxies (above ∼3.5×10
10 M⊙) the relative influence of the various star-formation and assembly processes which determine the galaxies' properties seem to change. We observe a large scatter of metallicity gradients with an overall downturn with mass and increased fraction of slow rotators towards the most massive systems (> 10 11 M⊙). The observed scatter may be the result of competing processes such as minor gas-rich mergers building disk-like structures over extended regions with rather shallow metallicity gradients, circumnuclear star-formation in rings and disks leading to steeper metallicity gradients, particularly in the center, and gas-poor (major) merging removing the signature of ordered motion and also weakening metallicity gradients in the most massive remnants. Consistent with this picture, we find the most massive systems to be slow rotators that exhibit relatively shallow metallicity gradients and are devoid of any signs of recent starformation (see also Paper XV). Brightest cluster galaxies, which are underrepresented in our sample, may deviate from the trend (e.g., Brough et al. 2007; Spolaor et al. 2009 ). However, the analysis of the projected axial ratio distribution of quiescent galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (van der Wel et al. 2009 ) demonstrates that galaxies above a mass of ∼ 10 11 M⊙ have essentially a spheroidal shape without major disk contribution whereas the lower mass systems show a large range in axial ratios.
The average [α/Fe] gradients are consistent with zero for the slow rotators while a significant fraction of the low-mass, fast rotators show mildly positive gradients which we interpret as signs of the contributions from the central, more metal rich and abundanceratio depressed regions with disk-like kinematics. The mean [α/Fe] gradients of the fast and slow rotators are 0.060 ± 0.012 and 0.023 ± 0.016, respectively (the mean was determined with an out- lier resistant bi-weight method and the errors reflect errors on the mean values).
In the recent simulations of major mergers of gas-rich disks by Hopkins et al. (2009a) , a large range of metallicity gradients is found. They emphasize the importance of the degree of dissipation in the central, merger-induced starburst for the resulting metallicity gradient. Their predictions (shown as grey shaded regions in Figures 13 and 14) broadly agree with our observations. This includes the overall downturn in metallicity gradient with increasing mass. For galaxies in common we specifically explore the correlation between our observed metallicity gradients with their observed measurements of extra light fextra and compare this also with their predictions from simulations (grey shaded area) in Figure 15 . While the predictions broadly agree with the observations, a firm conclusion is not possible with this limited number of galaxies.
Scaling relations of integrated stellar population estimates
After the presentation of the stellar population maps (Section 4.1) and the average gradients (Section 4.2) we now discuss more global SSP-equivalent stellar population parameters. Our integrated measurements were derived by averaging the (luminosity-weighted) spectra within a circular aperture with a radius of one Re and remeasuring the line strength indices. Small aperture corrections, as described in Paper VI, had to be applied for 28 galaxies. From the resulting line strength values (Table A1 of the Appendix), we derived the stellar population estimates as described in Section 3.2 and presented in Table 1 . We emphasize that these 'global' estimates of SSP-equivalent stellar population parameters derived from data covering essentially one effective radius (half the light) for nearby galaxies are much more representative of the galaxies as a whole compared to the typically central (often Re/8) values used in the past (e.g., Trager et al. 2000; Kuntschner 2000; Thomas et al. 2005) .
In Figure 16 we show the SSP equivalent age, metallicity and [α/Fe] versus log σe, the dynamical mass M dyn and log λR relations for the one Re aperture. In agreement with Thomas et al. (2005) we find a correlation of age with velocity dispersion σe. This correlation is driven by the very young, low-mass galaxies (σe < 100 km s −1 ) showing widespread signs of young stellar populations and the substantial fraction of fast rotators in the intermediate mass range which are affected to various degrees by the contribution from younger stars linked to disk-like kinematics. Since the current sample is not complete, particularly at the low mass end, it is difficult to assess how many low-mass, old systems exist. Perhaps more importantly, the age versus dynamical mass plot shows that a strong contribution from young stellar populations is confined to the low mass end ( ∼ < 2 × 10 10 M⊙). With increasing mass the relative fraction of 'young' galaxies decreases because any recent star-formation contributes relatively less to the total mass of the system. The slow rotators appear to be the oldest galaxies in the sample with a weak trend of decreasing λR and increasing SSP-equivalent age. Confirmation of this trend awaits the analysis of a larger more complete sample of slow rotators. However, there is also a substantial number of fast rotators for which the last star-formation event was either long ago or very minor in mass fraction so that they show old SSP-equivalent ages.
In agreement with previous investigations (e.g., Kuntschner et al. 2002; Thomas et al. 2005; Bernardi et al. 2006; Collobert et al. 2006; Thomas et al. 2010) there is mild evidence for early-type galaxies residing in low density regions to have slightly younger ages on average compared to the cluster environment. For the SAURON sample, we find mean ages of 10.8 ± 0.8 and 9.7 ± 0.9 Gyr, for cluster and field galaxies, respectively (the errors are given as errors on the mean).
In summary, massive slow rotators have typically old SSPequivalent ages while low-mass fast rotators make up the most prominent examples of young SSP-equivalent ages. In the intermediate mass range, galaxies show a range of SSP-equivalent ages of greater than 5 Gyr. The contributions from younger stellar populations are linked to secondary star-formation in disk-or ring-like structures (see Section 4.1.1).
Despite the various, distinct components and structures we find in the stellar population maps and discuss in Section 4.1, the global, integrated metallicity estimates over one effective radius show a significant, positive correlation with log σe. A linear fit, excluding NGC 3032, gives (see Figure 16 The metallicity -log σe relation is in agreement with previous investigations (e.g., Kuntschner 2000; Thomas et al. 2005) . On average we find smaller metallicities compared to the study of e.g., Thomas et al. (2005) , which is caused by the larger aperture we use in our analysis (one Re versus Re/10). The most extreme case of a post star-burst galaxy in our sample, NGC 3032, deviates from the relation. However, we ascribe this to the extreme luminosity weighting of young and old stars in this galaxy and therefore consider the SSP-equivalent estimate of the metallicity as not meaningful. There is no evidence for an environmental dependence of the metallicity-σe relation in our sample.
The correlation of our global (one Re) metallicity estimates with dynamical mass M dyn is significant at the 3σ level but shows a significant scatter in metallicity at a given mass (rms = 0.08 dex):
[Z/H] = 0.06(±0.02) log M dyn − 0.75(±0.25) . et al. (2000) showed in a study of 50 local elliptical galaxies that in the four-dimensional space of metallicity, log age, log σ and [α/Fe] only a two-dimensional plane is occupied. Furthermore, velocity dispersion seems to be the only structural parameter that determines the stellar population of a galaxy. One of the projections from this plane is the remarkably tight correlation between [α/Fe] and log σ. We show our [α/Fe] estimates as function of central velocity dispersion in the bottom left panel of Figure 16 . In good agreement with the literature, we find a rather tight relation in the sense that more massive galaxies exhibit larger α/Fe ratios (see also Jørgensen 1999; Kuntschner et al. 2001; Proctor & Sansom 2002; Thomas et al. 2005 Thomas et al. , 2010 . We do not detect a significant difference between low and high density environments. The best fitting relation for the full sample is: However, we also find at least one low mass galaxy (NGC 4458; σe < 100 km s −1 ), which has a [α/Fe] value comparable with the most massive systems in our sample.
Trager
For the slow rotators, there is evidence for a trend of increasing [α/Fe] with decreasing λR. Overall, however, the metallicity and [α/Fe] estimates of the slow rotators appear surprisingly inhomogeneous. Although the current sample of slow rotators is limited, the significant spread in the detailed stellar population properties may indicate that there could be more than one formation path resulting in slow rotators.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We caution the reader at this point that the SAURON sample is a representative sample of limited size and not complete; therefore results for the population of early-type galaxies as a whole await confirmation with larger samples.
Nevertheless, the SSP-equivalent stellar population maps presented in this paper show that the 48 early-type galaxies in the SAURON sample display a significant and varied structure in their stellar populations. Up to 50 per cent of the sample galaxies show signs of a contribution from a young stellar population. The young stars, dominating the light, are very apparent in the low mass ( ∼ < 3 × 10 10 M⊙) post-starburst systems, showing signs of residual star-formation in the NUV and mid-IR and even optical gas emission lines consistent with star-formation in the most extreme case (NGC 3032). For these systems we observe SSP-equivalent ages of 3 Gyr over the full field-of-view, typically covering one effective radius Re. Spatially well localized cases of young stars in circumnuclear disks and rings are found in eight intermediate mass systems. The latter star-formation can be linked to thin, dusty disks/rings also seen by star-formation signatures in the NUV or mid-IR and optical gas emission lines consistent with starformation for two galaxies (NGC 4459, NGC 4526) .
About 30 per cent of the sample galaxies show intermediate SSP-equivalent ages (3-9 Gyr) where ongoing star-formation is rarely detected by NUV or mid-IR signatures, suggesting that the star-formation process was concluded more than ∼1 Gyr ago. Common to most of these galaxies is the ubiquitous presence of ordered stellar motion, classifying them as fast-rotators. We show that the flattened components with disk-like kinematics identified in all fast rotators (Paper XII) are connected to regions of distinct stellar populations. This is clearly seen in the examples of the very young, still star-forming circumnuclear disks and rings with increased metallicity preferentially found in intermediate-mass fast rotators (e.g., NGC 4526). However, signs of increased metallicity and mildly depressed [α/Fe] ratios compared with the main body of the galaxy are seen in many fast rotators extending to apparently old galaxies with extended disk-like kinematics (e.g., NGC 4660). Additionally, intermediate mass fast-rotators show often evidence for nuclear stellar disks with increased metallicity. A galaxy formation picture emerges where essentially all fast rotators have experienced, often multiple, periods of secondary star-formation in kinematically disk-like components on top of an older, spheroidal component.
In contrast, the slow rotators, often harboring kinematically decoupled components in their central regions, generally show no stellar population signatures over and above the well known metallicity gradients in early-type galaxies and are largely consistent with old ( 10 Gyr) stellar populations.
Using our radially averaged stellar population gradients we find that low mass fast rotators form a sequence of increasing metallicity gradient with increasing mass, consistent with the observations of Spolaor et al. (2009) . For more massive systems (above ∼3.5 ×10 10 M⊙) there is an overall downturn such that metallicity gradients become shallower with increased scatter at a given mass leading to the most massive systems being slow-rotators with relatively shallow metallicity gradients. The shallower metallicity gradients and increased scatter could be a consequence of the competition between different star-formation and assembly scenarios following a general trend of diminishing gas fractions and more equal mass mergers with increasing mass, leading to the most massive systems being devoid of ordered motion and any signs of recent star-formation.
We also use our observations to compute more global stellar population parameters integrated over circular apertures of oneeighth and one effective radius, and compare the resulting relations of stellar population parameters versus velocity dispersion with previous results. In agreement with previous investigations we find significant metallicity -σ and [α/Fe] -σ relations. The metallicity -dynamical mass relation is shallow and shows a large scatter at a given mass possibly reflecting the many different formation and assembly histories which can lead to an early-type galaxy of a given mass. We argue that the [α/Fe] -σ relation is largely driven by an increasing relative contribution from metal rich and mildly [α/Fe] depressed disk-like components in galaxies with decreasing mass.
